Online Exhibits

The Special Collections Research Center uses online platforms to showcase a range of materials in our collections.

**SCRC Virtual Museum** [2]

Visit the SCRC Virtual Museum to tour present and past exhibits and explore multimedia collections. Now featuring an exhibit of Japanese Woodblock Prints, many depicting the First Sino-Japanese War (1894-95), from our Open Court Publishing Company Records collection. [View the site](http://scrcexhibits.omeka.net/) [2]

**Teeter Family Exhibit** [3]

The Teeter Family Papers chronicle life in Carbondale and southern Illinois over nearly a century. This online exhibit features photographs and letters and reproduces a live reading and slide show, based on family correspondence, held at Morris Library's Guyon Auditorium on April 4, 2011. [View the site](http://teeterfamilypapers.wordpress.com/) [3]
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